
After nine months of patient waiting and early months of patient nursing of baby, 

mother is obviously anxious to start moving around. Her tiny little one, still dependent on her becomes a 

multifold problem – baby’s feeds, clothing’s, diapers, health proble

Yet, the baby after 2 – 3 months needs to confront with outside world 

 

To strike the balance, parents could follow certain principles: 

 Take your baby out, only if it is 

 Avoid long distance journey in early months of life. Baby is too weak to sustain inadequate feeding, 

change of temperatures and infections.

 Plan your journey carefully. Ensure ticket reservations. Avoid on spot 

 Traveling on a two-wheeler is risky. In such case it may be safer to take a tiny baby in a 

sling or a baby-sack.  

 Make sure you’ve a spare set of clothes and diapers. In the early weeks you often 

need to change everything. Do carry some plastic

 Till 3 months of life, there is no option to breast

introduced to weaning foods, do carry enough supplies of homemade food along with you. Never try 

outside food and fluids! 

 To manage a baby is not a single person’s job. Always take a responsible assistant along with you. 

Grandparents usually enjoy this job!

 Be on guard of accidents. A fraction of second is enough for the baby.

 Dress the baby comfortably. Avoid ornaments, synthetic clothes.

 Do take basic medicines, your pediatrician’s phone numbers along with you.

 

A baby on the move is like a terrorist running wild
  

Baby’s day out!  

After nine months of patient waiting and early months of patient nursing of baby, 

mother is obviously anxious to start moving around. Her tiny little one, still dependent on her becomes a 

baby’s feeds, clothing’s, diapers, health problems and above all the unpredictable moods.

3 months needs to confront with outside world – it is the best learning experience. 

To strike the balance, parents could follow certain principles: -  
Take your baby out, only if it is essential, especially in first few months.  

Avoid long distance journey in early months of life. Baby is too weak to sustain inadequate feeding, 

change of temperatures and infections.  

Plan your journey carefully. Ensure ticket reservations. Avoid on spot decisions.
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Make sure you’ve a spare set of clothes and diapers. In the early weeks you often 

need to change everything. Do carry some plastic carry bags for keeping soiled clothing’s and diapers.

Till 3 months of life, there is no option to breast-feeding, even while traveling. Once the baby is 

introduced to weaning foods, do carry enough supplies of homemade food along with you. Never try 

To manage a baby is not a single person’s job. Always take a responsible assistant along with you. 

Grandparents usually enjoy this job!  

Be on guard of accidents. A fraction of second is enough for the baby.  
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